TO: Interested Stakeholders

FROM: Governor Jay Inslee

DATE: June 11, 2021

SUBJECT: Updated Consolidation of Certain “Healthy Washington” Requirements

This memorandum hereby consolidates certain requirements documents by directing those industries to follow a) COVID-19 workplace health and safety measures established by the Department of Labor & Industries (L&I); or b) a pre-existing Healthy Washington document. This memorandum is effective June 11, 2021.

a) The below-listed Healthy Washington documents primarily govern workplaces, where interaction with customers or the general public is minimal. L&I COVID-19 health and safety measures apply universally to all workplace settings.

**Rescinded as of June 2, 2021**
Car Washes
Domestic Services
Manufacturing
Outdoor Maintenance

**Rescinded as of June 11, 2021**
Construction

Employers in these categories are instead required to follow documented COVID-19 plans at least as protective as the L&I guidance found [here](#).

b) The below-listed Healthy Washington documents are substantially similar to other requirements documents and are no longer needed.

**Rescinded as of June 11, 2021**
Bowling
Golf
Museums
Outdoor Recreation
Zoos & Aquariums

Businesses previously governed by the Bowling, Museums, or Zoos & Aquariums documents now follow the Indoor Entertainment requirements found [here](#). Outdoor sections of any of these
businesses need only comply with Secretary’s Order 20-03.2 and have worker safety plans at least as protective as the L&I guidance found here.

Businesses previously governed by the Golf or Outdoor Recreation documents now need only comply with Secretary’s Order 20-03.2 and have worker safety plans at least as protective as the L&I guidance found here. Any retail component of these businesses now follow the In-Store Retail requirements found here.

**General questions about how to comply with safety practices** can be submitted here.

**Reports of workplace health and safety violations** should be directed to L&I’s Division of Occupational Health and Safety here.

**Reports of violations related to Proclamations 20-25, et seq.** can be submitted here.